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Abstract— Image is playing an important role in our life. An 

Examplar-based in-painting method is introduced in this 

paper. Image In-painting fill the missing regions in an image 

which is perform first on a coarse version of input image. In-

painting low resolution images are easier than that of high 

resolution images which reduce the computational 

complexity and less sensitive to noise. With different 

configurations, the low resolution input image is in -painted 

several times for the purpose of parameter setting & results 

are finally combined & super resolution algorithm is then 

used to enhance the quality or recovered details on image. 

Using different in-painting techniques low resolution image 

is in-painted & highly in-painted image are formed by 

combining result using single image super resolution 

algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Image in-painting have methods which consist of filling 

holes of an image. There are different image in-painting 

techniques in which existing method include two main parts. 

There are difficulties exits in filling large hole of an image 

in diffusion based in-painting. The second part is examplar 

based method. In Examplar based the texture patches are 

sampled & copied from the neighborhood known image. It 

is used for removing unwanted object & filling that missing 

region of an image. For better patches priority to be filled 

these two method are combined by using structure tensors. 

Examplar based approach is combined with super resolution 

which is recent approach which is two step algorithm. First 

input image is in-painted using examplar based method. The 

second step is enhanced resolution image from the output of 

first step. The graphical techniques are used to fill gap after 

removing objects in which most used techniques are image 

in-painting & texture synthesis. The lost parts of image is 

restore which is based on background information in a 

visually possible way in image in-painting. Image in painted 

using K-NN (K Nearest Neighbours) examplar based 

method. The multiple in-painting version of input images 

are combined and followed by a single image examplar 

based SR method. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Region Filling And Removal Of Object By Examplar 

Method 

A novel algorithm have been proposed to remove the large 

object from the image. Novel algorithm & examplar based 

algorithm combines two methods for better algorithm which 

fill the missing region of an image [2].But formation of 

structure can get by only one algorithm. In this method the 

background is filled from source region after removing the 

large object from the image. This algorithm can recover 

linear images as well as two dimensional images [2],[4]. 

1) Limitation 

It cannot produce the efficient result because of synthesis of 

region which does not contain matching region.The curved 

structure in the images as well as depth ambiguity cannot be 

handles by the proposed algorithm. 

B. Regularization Of Image With Partial Differential 

Equation 

This method increases the work of waters hated image in- 

painting which proposed a vector based image segmentation 

using partial differential equation 

method[1],[5].Regularization is used to minimize region in 

the image. After sharpening of the image combine the no of 

regions of the images [3]. 

C. Examplar Based Method 

Image In-painting means rebuild image or discard some 

region of image so image can look natural [4]. 

1) Limitation 

The unwanted region is removed from new formed image. 

D. Fragment Based Image In-Painting 

It apply the fragmentation method on low confident area of 

the image. The low confident are as filled by high confident 

area. Iterative process of image smoothening and sharpening 

are introduced in this method [3]. 

E. Image In-Painting By Texture Synthesis 

This is a old algorithm for image in-painting. The missing 

region is filled using the neighbored pixel of the missing 

parts [4].It depend on user area solution. Texture Synthesis 

has 3 types “Statistical”, “Parametric”, “on-parametric” 

method [1],[5]. 

F. Hybrid In-Painting 

This method use texture synthesis method & partial 

differential equation method. Image divide two parts i.e. 

Texture & structure part [2]. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed method include examplar based method which 

has two steps first is filling order and second is texture 

synthesis. 

A. Patch Priority 

The patch priority measure each patch priority for filling 

order computation to separate structure from textures. The 

priority include tensor based priority and sprasity based 

priority. The tensor based priority depend on structure tensor 

and recently proposed is sparsely based priority in which 

template matching is done between current patch and 

neighborhood patch. For each pair of patch similarity weight 

is computed. 

B. Texture Synthesis 

The most same patch located in a local neighborhood is 

sought to fill unknown part of current patch using similarity 
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metrics. It also used the weighted “Bhattachary  Method”. 

To fill the hole we use the best match whereas k-most 

similar patches. This method choose the best candidate 

method which fill the hole with close resemblance fashion. 

Beside their exit setting problem such as patch size & filling 

order which effect on quality of results. So in-painted 

picture obtained are combined when used settings are 

different. To get final in-painted picture we used Loopy 

Belief Propagation also we use either average or median 

operator. The result is best of LBP method which is use to 

combine low resolution in-painted pictures. Also there is 

possibility of selecting the best in-painting picture by a user 

or by using coherence measure automatically in-painting 

quality. 

C. System Architecture 

 

Fig. 1: System Architecture 

D. Super Resolution Flowchart 

 

Fig. 2: Super Resolution Flowchart 

E. Super-Resolution Algorithm 

For enhancing the high resolution quality, a single image 

super resolution approach is used after completion of 

combination of low resolution in-painted picture. Super 

resolution algorithm finds a high resolution patch from 

database of examples.SR method includes three steps as 

below. 

1) Dictionary Building 

It consists of coincidence between low & high resolution 

patches. The unique constraint is that high resolution 

patches have to be valid which is absolutely composed of 

known pixels. The size of dictionary is user parameter. In 

these approach high resolution patches are generated form 

known part of the image and it is depending upon speed and 

quality of image.  

2) Filling Order of The HR Picture 

The filling order   with sparsity-based method is computed 

on the HR picture. The patch having highest priority starts to 

fill which is composed of known & unknown parts. The 

quality of in-painted picture is increased with the 

comparison of “Raster Scan Filling Order” 

3) For The LR Patch Corresponding To HR Patch 

According to K-NN of low resolution in the in-painted 

images which patch having highest priority are desired. It is 

searched in the dictionary & within local neighbourhood. 

The best candidate  is only kept. The unknown part is filled 

by coping  the pixel Value of  The method use for filling 

missing region or parts which are inside the image which is 

in painted by using super resolution method or super 

resolution algorithm. 

It is based on parameter such as the patch size 

priority filling order and most important factor is quality of 

factor. 

We are combine different in-painted images when 

different setting are used or also SR method applied in step 

wise manner if the input image is down sampled in single as 

well as double direction in SR algorithm is applied in double 

:first time is for recover the resolution and second time for 

recover the permanent resolution in the system .The 

proposed system triel on different in-painted  naturel image 

and matches to the few state of the art in-painting methods is 

very important in the system use to in-painting video. 

 
       Fig. 3 Original Image, Inpainting, Exemplar method, 

Output image 

IV. EXPERIENTAL RESULT 

User should be completed Registration process before using 

this software, to get OTP password for secure Login. 

 
Fig. 4: registration form 
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Fig. 5: OTP received. 

After successfully Registration User get OTP Password on 

Registered Email ID. 

 
Fig. 6: Select Frame to In-paint 

Further successfully login user have to selected Video for 

the on which Apply In-painting method. In the left corner 

yellow mark has been reflected. 

 
Fig. 7: Select part to In-paint 

Click on Run button to apply in-painting Method. 

 
Fig. 8: In-painted Frame 

 
Fig. 9: in-painted video 

V. CONCLUSION 

A novel in-painting method is used for filing lost or missing 

regions and also for recovering damage images. There is 

combination of LR in-painted picture by globally 

minimizing an energy term. After completion of 

combination a hierarchical single image SR method is 

applied for the purpose of recovering details at native 

resolution. 
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